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Background to the Series of AM Workshops
A series of informal discussions in early 2013 among a half-dozen or so
academics, industry reps, and NASA civil servants led to a series of
workshops unique in the development of strategies for human exploration.
Specifically . . .
•

•

•
•
•

Multi-institution participation intended to be broader than the usual
processes adopted for many years by NASA-developed/initiated
architectures
• Significant leadership by non-NASA architects, scientists, engineers
Transparent workshop structure invited open debate
• Last decade’s ESAS architecture was developed at NASA HQ behind
locked doors, no external review . . . .
Deliberate collaboration of disparate communities: science + human
space flight, Moon and Mars advocates
Community-developed findings, observations, proposed investments
Deliverables reported largely independent of NASA to Congress,
professional conferences, Space Council, the Agency . . .
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Relevant Previous AM Community Workshops
AM III (December, 2015 at the Space Policy
Institute, GWU)

Integration of priority science goals with
increasingly detailed human space flight
scenarios: modify science goals and
elements of human exploration to improve
integration. Included planetary protection.

AM IV (December, 2016,
Doubletree Hotel, Pasadena)

Critical comparison of major technological
“long poles” necessary for achievable,
affordable, and sustainable human
exploration of Mars.

AM V (December, 2017,
Washington Plaza Hotel, Washington, DC)

Developed in detail three distinctly
different scenarios for human
exploration of Mars by the end of the
2030s that were required to be
affordable.
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The Challenge to AM VI
NASA, international, and commercial partners have proposed systems,
technologies, and operations in the lunar vicinity that are proposed precursors to
eventual human missions to the surface of Mars.
To enable near-term investments in critical technology capabilities, design
studies, demonstration missions, and scientific precursors, it is necessary to
critically examine those proposed lunar systems and activities that show the
greatest promise to support humans-to-Mars during the 2030s, the period of
time assessed by our previous five workshops.
Our presentation today: Our workshop identified those activities proposed for
lunar exploration that have the strongest justification for development in
support of a human Mars mission within about two decades.
Our presentation will be limited to top-level findings, observations, etc. The
complete, detailed report is available on-line and has been submitted to NASA HQ
for consideration.
An additional goal of the workshop was face-to-face transfer of knowledge about
human exploration of Mars to developers of scenarios for lunar exploration.

Workshop VI Assessments:
How Valuable to Mars Exploration is The Moon?
AM VI adopted the three scenarios for exploration of Mars within the 2030s as developed in our
previous workshop (AM V).
A range of lunar scenarios established context for subsequent Mars missions. Each of these lunar
studies will be assessed with respect its ability to enable or enhance martian exploration.
Deliverables to space agency stakeholders and professional colleagues will be the answers to
major questions, including
1. What capabilities proposed for human missions to Mars during the 2030s will be important — or
useful — to develop via astronaut and/or robotic missions in the lunar vicinity, including its surface
and orbit? Which enabling activities for Mars exploration are the most desirable to include in
existing lunar scenarios?
2. To what degree do lunar activities, systems, technology demonstrations and/or mission
operations contribute to the reduction of risks for future human Mars missions?
3. What are the priority technology capabilities or activities in common among human lunar
operations and Mars operations?
4. How can the government encourage commercial and international partnerships that will
contribute to the efforts?

Workshop Process
The Human Exploration of Mars Mission Continuum From AM V
Three different “end states” for human exploration of Mars were adopted in AM V as
representative of the goals widely identified and an architecture was developed that
sought to achieve each of them under common ground rules and constraints.

Adopted for AM VI Assessment:
The engineering/technology Long Poles were essentially the same in the
medium to long term across all three scenarios examined at the AM V
workshop. For this reason, the Field Station was used as the baseline for AM VI.
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Three Architectures

1. Sorties
2. Research station
3. Permanent habitation

For each long pole
from the selected
Mars architecture, rate
the degree to which it
can be advanced by
each lunar
architecture

Ten key technology
long-poles

Notional Lunar Architectures
1.
2.
3.
4.

Map criticality
of each long
pole to one of
AM V
architectures

Pre-workshop
Mapping

AM IV
Long-Poles

Workshop Consensus
Building

AM V
Architectures

Gateway only
Sortie-Class
GER-Class
Field Station
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Adopted Mars Architecture
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Key Characteristics of Lunar Activity Categories
Lunar Attribute

Gateway-Only

Sortie-Class

GER-Class

Field Station

All options assume Gateway staging, heavy lift, and 11 km/s return vehicles
Human Surface
Mission?

No

Yes, Multiple Sites

Yes, Multiple Sites

Yes, Fixed Base Site

Crew to Surface

0

2-4

4

4+

Surface Exploration
Duration

n/a

3-5 Days

42 Days

6 Months

Pre-Deployed
Surface Assets

No

No

Yes

Yes

• Pressurized Rover
• Cryogenic
lander/ascent
• Reusable ascent stage
• KiloPower

• Pressurized Rover
• Cryogenic
lander/ascent
• Reusable ascent stage
• KiloPower
• Habitat
• ISRU

100 km per site

100 km from base

Key Attributes

Exploration Range

• Earth or Gateway teleoperated robotic
science &
demonstrations

n/a

• Unpressurized rover
for local exploration

<10 km per site

A range of lunar missions was considered in order to help
drive key capability and technology needs and potential
applicability toward future Mars missions
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Workshop VI Scenario Ground Rules
• First human mission to the surface of Mars will occur during the 2030s.
• Budgets for the space agencies will grow approximately with inflation.
• No technological, political, or budget “miracles” are permitted or, if so, they must be
clearly identified and justified.
• SLS, Orion, the Gateway, and commercially available medium-lift launch vehicles will
be available during the time period considered here.
• The presented Moon and Mars scenarios may not be altered in significant ways.
• There will be a continuous human presence in low Earth orbit to provide research
and development opportunities via the ISS and/or other (e.g., commercial)
platforms.
• Partnerships (international, commercial, academic . . .) will be an essential
component of human exploration.
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Breakout with Two Teams: Assess Using the
Moon to Enable Mars Exploration
Transportation/Propulsion Systems
And Operations

Heavy lift/Earth re-entry, on-orbit
aggregation, Gateway, landers for crew
and cargo, ascent vehicles,
radiation, human resources/ECLSS

Surface Systems
and Operations

Reconnaissance, habitats, suits, rovers,
intelligent systems, ISRU, surface power,
communications, human resources/ECLSS

Overlap among the topics assessed by each team was accepted.
The breakout teams reported and discussed progress, challenges,
uncertainties, etc. every few hours in plenary.

Example: Long Pole Matrix

Mars Ascent Vehicle Assessed by Transportation Team
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Most Relevant Systems and Technologies (aka, “Long Poles”)
to Test/Demonstrate on the Moon to Feed Forward to Mars

Prioritized Space Transportation and Propulsion Systems,
Technologies, and Operations
1. Long-term cryogenic fluid management
Long-term storage of cryogenic propellants (LOX, LCH4, LH2), passive/active
reduced boiloff tanking, liquid acquisition, tank mass gauging

2. Lander development (e.g., propulsion, precision & autonomous
landing, hazard avoidance)
Cryogenic engines in the 40 - 100 kN range, deep-throttling engines, cryogenic
reaction control system (RCS), precision landing, hazard avoidance

3. Vehicle aggregation (e.g., refueling, refurbishing, checkout)
Vehicle servicing, cryogenic refueling, refurbishment, repair, cleaning, recertification for flight readiness

4. Human health and biomedicine (e.g., radiation, psychosocial)
Deep-space behavioral health monitoring, deep-space radiation
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Most Relevant Systems and Technologies (aka, “Long Poles”)
to Test/Demonstrate on the Moon to Feed Forward to Mars

Surface Systems/Technologies/Operations
Highest priority (Alphabetical Order)
• Human health and biomedicine (e.g., psychosocial, food & medicine)
• Power systems (e.g., fission for primary power, radioisotope power for
mobility)
• Rovers for human exploration (e.g., operations, energy storage,
airlocks, suitlocks)
• Surface suits (e.g., pressure garment, environmental protection layer,
maintenance)

Next highest priority (Alphabetical Order)
• Communication systems (e.g., orbital assets, local communication)
• In-situ resource utilization
• Surface habitats and laboratories (e.g., systems availability,
operations)
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Lunar ISRU Strategy That Feeds
Forward Moon-to-Mars
Potential Resources on the Moon and Mars
Water Resources on the Moon

Volcanic glasses:
≥0.3 wt.% H2O

Regolith: solar wind
implanted H

Polar water ice: up to
30 wt.% water ice at
the surface

Water Resources on Mars

Mid-latitudes:
Hydrated Minerals

Potential near-surface
ice >1m depth

Massive ice <1m depth
at poles

Mars-Forward Lunar ISRU Role & Focus
Identify/characterize/quantify resources/volatiles for future uses
• Robotic prospecting is an urgent requirement on the Moon and Mars.
• Data needed: form, abundance, extractability, purity, etc.
• Prospecting campaigns on Moon and Mars – multiple deposits.

ISRU – Moon-to-Mars
§ Demonstrate ISRU concepts, technologies, hardware that
reduce the mass/cost/risk of human Mars missions:
o ISRU for propellant production; Cryogenic storage &
transfer to refuel ascent vehicle and orbiting refueling
depot
o Site engineering and infrastructure emplacement for
repeated landing/ascent at same location
§ Use Moon for operational experience and mission
validation for Mars:
o Pre-deployment & remote activation and operation of
ISRU assets without crew
o Landing crew with ‘empty’ tanks with ISRU propellants
already made and waiting

Selected Workshop Observations
• An important number of possible human and robotic operations, technology
developments, and demonstrations on the surface of the Moon and its vicinity
were identified that would contribute to the Mars scenario adopted here
(Field Station).
• A successful and sustainable Moon-to-Mars human space flight program
requires a single “integrating” NASA Headquarters office with budget
authority to apply the results of technology, operations, and science trade
studies:
• Lunar & martian priorities should not be assessed independently.
• Future priorities for Mars exploration may levy requirements on lunar
exploration.
• The Gateway could be an important test-bed for Mars transportation
architectures.
• Using the ISS or a similar LEO platform, where crews are continuously
present using systems intended for Mars, is key for understanding how these
systems will perform and potentially need to be maintained for a three-year
Mars mission.
• Permanent presence by crews in a zero-g and relatively isolated and stressful
environment is critical for reducing human health and biomedicine risks
for long-duration missions.
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Proposed Assessments of the Extent to which the
Moon may be used to Further Mars Exploration (I)

Priority Follow-on Activity to AM VI:
Selected Trade Studies (Not in Priority Order)
1.Comparison of end-to-end costs of resources extracted from the Moon
with those supplied from terrestrial sources
2.Lunar ascent vehicle/lander extensibility to Mars ascent vehicle/lander
3.Pros/cons of different cryogenic propellant combinations (i.e.,
LOX/CH4 versus LOX/H2) for lunar and Mars scenarios
4.Common development paths for Mars and Moon surface suit thermal
systems
5.Long-lived pressurized rover energy production and storage (e.g.,
Kilopower versus radioisotope power system (RPS), fuel cells versus
batteries)
6.Rover needs on the two worlds (e.g., duration of trips, what rovers
are used for (science, construction, maintenance, transportation),
day-night cycle, and crew size)
7.Study on ISRU-based site preparation and construction for landing,
lift-off, and surface transportation operations on lunar and martian
terrain.
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Proposed Assessments of the Extent to which the
Moon may be used to Further Mars Exploration (II)
Potential National Academies Studies
• ISRU has the potential to enable affordable and sustained human
occupation of both the Moon and Mars (and beyond). However, certain
critical information about these resources is not yet available.
• What are the priority surface and orbital reconnaissance programs
of potential lunar and martian resources to assess their potential?
• What is the degree to which lunar resource exploration, production,
beneficiation, and commodity storage processes feed forward to
Mars?
• What are the effects of declining launch costs and development of
lunar resource extraction capabilities?
• What are the roles of federal, commercial, and international
partners?

• Characterization and mitigation of the adverse space
environment on human health (e.g., radiation, psychosocial,
zero g, partial g) for lunar and Mars missions:
• What needs to be carried out at ISS and Gateway, and what can be
learned on the Earth?
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Questions?

Opening talk by Dr. Jim Green (NASA Chief Scientist)
Closing talk by Dr. Ellen Stofan (Director, NASM)
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Back Up
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Engineering Long Poles to Enable Mars Exploration
About a dozen engineering Long Poles required for eventual human missions to the martian surface were
identified and assessed in our 2016 AM IV workshop.
In AM VI, these were used to assess the content of the lunar scenarios that most enabled exploration of Mars in
the 2030s.
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Example Long Pole Matrices
Transportation Team - Crew/Cargo Lander

Surface Team – Mars Communications
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Proposed Assessments of the Extent to which the
Moon may be used to Further Mars Exploration (II)

National Academies Studies
•

In-situ resource utilization (ISRU), especially of surface/shallow geological
deposits containing extractable water, has the potential to enable affordable
and sustained human occupation of both the Moon and Mars. However,
certain critical information about these resources is not yet available and,
consequently, how and when such resources might be exploited. Therefore,
•
•
•

•

What are the priority surface and orbital reconnaissance programs of potential
lunar and martian resources to assess their potential?
What is the degree to which lunar resource exploration, production, beneficiation,
and commodity storage processes feed forward to Mars?
What are the effects of declining launch costs and development of lunar resource
extraction capabilities?

Mitigation of environmental damage to human health (e.g., radiation,
psychosocial, zero g, partial g) for lunar and Mars missions:
•

What needs to be carried out at ISS and Gateway, and what can be learned on
the Earth?
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